
the importance of evidence hierarchy in nutrition  science
the case of low/no calorie sweeteners 

what is the hierarchy of evidence? what is the grade approach? 
Hierarchy of evidence is a method used to assess the quality of available scientific evidence by ranking research 
according to the quality and reliability of their study design.1 

The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and 
Evaluation (GRADE) approach is a method for rating the quality of, and 
certainty in, evidence and the strength of recommendations.2,3

In the GRADE approach, study design is critical to the evaluation of the 
quality of evidence:

However, the level of evidence of both RCTs and observational studies 
can be “downgraded” or “upgraded”, respectively, depending on their 
strengths and limitations. 

The hierarchy of scientific evidence is frequently depicted in the form of a pyramid:
the higher the position on the pyramid, the stronger the evidence.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses of RCTs4-13: 
Results consistently support the assertions that, being part of a healthy diet, low/no calorie sweeteners (LNCS) :

low/no calorie sweeteners in obesity and diabetes:
interpreting current science in light of the hierarchy of evidence

clinical practice guidelines and public health recommendations should be based on the best-quality 
scientific evidence. Therefore, evaluating the strength of available evidence is key!

systematic reviews with meta-analysis of RCTs are positioned at the highest level in the hierarchy of evidence 
and should be considered as a primary source of information in science-based public health decisions.
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RCTs without important limitations 
provide high quality evidence

observational studies without special 
strengths or important limitations 
provide low quality evidence

can help in calorie reduction can assist with modest weight loss do not affect glycaemia, 
lipidaemia and blood pressure

cause a lower rise in blood glucose levels 
when used instead of sugars

Observational studies are prone to unmeasured confounding factors and reverse causality meaning that “a positive association 
between LNCS consumption and weight gain in observational studies may be the consequence of and not the reason for overweight 
and obesity”, as highlighted in WHO-supported research.6,12,13 Contrary to a lower-quality body of evidence from observational 
research, stronger evidence from RCTs, the gold standard in clinical and nutrition research, consistently support a useful role of low/no 
calorie sweeteners in obesity and diabetes.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses of observational studies12-13: 
Results are inconsistent with studies reporting a positive, null or negative 
association between LNCS use and higher body weight or type 2 diabetes.
BUT association does not mean causation. 

 KCAL
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